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We report an intense broadband midinfrared absorption band in the Au10þ cluster in a region in
which only molecular vibrations would normally be expected. Observed in the infrared multiple
photon dissociation spectra of Au10Arþ, Au10ðN2OÞþ, and Au10ðOCSÞþ, the smooth feature stretches
700–3400 cm−1 (λ ¼ 14–2.9 μm). Calculations confirm unusually low-energy allowed electronic ex-
citations consistent with the observed spectra. In Au10ðOCSÞþ, IR absorption throughout the band drives
OCS decomposition resulting in CO loss, providing an alternative method of bond activation or breaking.
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The optical properties of atomically precise metal
clusters and nanoparticles continue to attract interest due
to their potential in sensing [1], labeling [2], imaging [3],
biological [4], and medical applications [5,6]. Gold plays a
central role in this activity: the localized surface plasmon
resonance in small gold nanoparticles has been well
characterized and finds many practical applications [7].
For small gold clusters, a detailed understanding of the
electronic and geometric structure offers the prospect of
tuning cluster properties, including reactivity.
Here, we report a strong, broad absorption band in the

Au10þ cluster which extends throughout the midinfrared
region where only molecular vibrational bands would
normally be expected. In the cluster size range studied
(Aunþ, 3 ≤ n ≤ 12), this absorption band is unique to
n ¼ 10 and, remarkably, is preserved when Ar, N2O, or
OCS is adsorbed.
The structures of small charged gas-phase gold clusters

have been studied using a wide variety of spectroscopic
techniques [8–10]. Using ion mobility mass spectrometry,
Kappes and co-workers revealed remarkable planar ground
state structures for n ≤ 7 (Aunþ) and n ≤ 11 for Aun−
clusters [11–13]. Far infrared action spectroscopy of Aunþ
(n ≤ 9) recently confirmed these structures [14–16] and
visible photodissociation spectroscopy has been used to
probe structures around the 2D to 3D transition [17] and
other sizes [18–29]. Various studies of ligated clusters also
show evidence of this large geometrical change [30–32].
Larger gold clusters exhibit a range of geometrical

structures [33,34] from the open Au11þ structure to close-
packed structures, including quasitetrahedral Au10þ [11]
and perfectly tetrahedral Au20 [35]. Interestingly, the latter
has an anomalously large HOMO-LUMO gap (1.8 eV)
[36,37] which, along with the cluster structure, survives

cluster deposition onto an ultrathin sodium chloride surface
[38]. Petrar et al. also predict a large HOMO-LUMO gap
(3.88 eV) for Au102þ [39]. The singly occupied molecular
orbital (SOMO) to LUMO transition inAu10þ, as a potential
carrier for the spectrally broad absorption feature observed,
is a key focus of this Letter.
Many structural aspects of gold clusters are explained by

electronic shell structures [40,41]. The unpaired 6s electron
in the gold atom (½Xe�4f145d106s1) often leads to it
behaving like an alkali metal [42] with delocalization of
the valence electrons in clusters leading to magic numbers
corresponding to electron (sub)shell closures at
2ð1SÞ; 8ð1PÞ; 18ð1DÞ; 20ð2SÞ;… within spherical jellium
systems [43–46]. Similar shells persist in alternative
symmetries [47,48]. In tetrahedral structures, magic num-
bers arise for 2; 8; 10; 16; 20;… electrons with the largest
steps in stability at 2, 8, and 20. With 20 valence electrons,
Au20 comprises a fully stabilized shell favoring a tetrahe-
dral symmetry [35–37,47]. Despite their stability, Au20, and
other magic number clusters, can be highly reactive with
charge transfer from a support [49,50].
Other gold cluster properties, e.g., the stability of Au7þ

and Au9þ in fragmentation experiments, can also be
explained by shell structures [48,51–53]. These properties
can be used to tune cluster chemistry. For example,
replacing core ligands in a Au11ðPH3Þ7Cl3 cluster with
O2 leads to partial electron donation from the 9 valence
electron cluster, facilitating CO oxidation [54]. Similar
donation explains the fact that only Au10þ and Au22þ
clusters bind O2 with a superoxo motif thereby achieving
stable 8- and 20-electron structures, respectively [55]. All
even n Aunþ clusters have unpaired electrons and the
literature is rich with odd-even oscillations in physical and
chemical properties [34,56–62]. The subject of this study,
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Au10þ, with its 9 valence electrons, is shown to exhibit a
very small (∼0.5 eV) SOMO-LUMO gap with several low-
lying optically accessible excited electronic states.
Here, we report a common intense, broad absorption

feature in the infrared multiple-photon dissociation (IRMPD)
spectra of three isolated Au10Xþ systems: ½Au10Ar�þ,
½Au10OCS�þ, and ½Au10N2O�þ. These show all the charac-
teristics of a low-energy electronic band, and time-dependent
density functional theory (TDDFT) simulations confirm an
anomalously low SOMO-LUMO gap in Au10þ with allowed
first vertical excitation consistent with the observed band.
Full experimental and computational details are given in the
Supplemental Material [63], which includes Refs. [64–67]
and [68–87], respectively. Briefly, clusters are generated by
laser ablation of a gold target and cooled by collision in a
clustering channel maintained at 105–300 K. Adsorbates are
either introduced via a late mixing valve (OCS, N2O) [62,88]
or seeded in the helium carrier gas (Ar). Previous experi-
ments have shown that clusters thermalize effectively to the
temperature of such sources [89].
Figure 1(a) shows the IRMPD spectra in the mid-IR

region accessible with the Fritz Haber Institute free-
electron laser [64]. The spectra are recorded by loss of

the adsorbate and there is no evidence of fragmentation of
the metal cluster itself (see Fig. S3 in Supplemental
Material [63]). In each system, the spectrum comprises a
smooth continuous absorption from 700 cm−1 upward and
has not reached its peak by 3400 cm−1, the upper limit of
our measurements. In ½Au10OCS�þ and ½Au10N2O�þ, the
narrow OCS and N2O molecular vibrational absorption
features are clearly visible on top of this broad background
and have been discussed elsewhere [62,88].
Figures 1(b)–1(d) show that this intense, broad absorp-

tion band is unique to the n ¼ 10 cluster in the n ¼ 3–12
range studied here (see also Fig. S3 [63]). For all other
cluster sizes, only the vibrational bands of the molecularly
adsorbed N2O or OCS are observed in this range.
The observation of this broad absorption band in the

Ar-tagged Au10þ cluster is revealing. In the absence of
molecular chromophores, no vibrational transitions are
expected at wave numbers >250 cm−1 (see Ref. [14] and
Fig. S13, Supplemental Material [63]) suggesting this is a
low-energy, Au10þ-centered, electronic absorption. This
interpretation is consistent with the same smooth featureless
appearance with all three adsorbates. Common in larger
clusters and nanoparticles with their higher density of states
and bandlike structures, low-energy HOMO-LUMO tran-
sitions are unusual in small clusters where shell structures
typically lead to larger state separations. Furthermore, these
transitions are often either within the same shell or between
shells with angular momentum quantum numbers differing
by 2, and are thus dipole forbidden.
Low-lying excited electronic states have, however,

recently been proposed by Hansen et al. [60] to account
for short radiative lifetimes of some small Aunþ (n < 20)
clusters, though not particularly n ¼ 10. Our IRMPD
technique is complementary to this method but sensitive
to lower oscillator strengths—the C¼O and C¼S
stretches in ½Au10OCS�þ, clearly observed in Fig. 1(c)
(and Ref. [62]), have oscillator strengths f ¼ 2 × 10−4 and
7 × 10−6, respectively [90]. This is not the first time that
electronic states have been observed by IRMPD, Bakker
and co-workers having reported low-energy electronic
bands in Ta5C3 [91].
It is notable that the systems in which we observe this

broad absorption all involve closed-shell adsorbates (Ar,
OCS, N2O). These present minimal perturbation to the
electronic structure of the Au10þ. No such feature was
observed in the spectra of ½Au10O2�þ or ½Au10NO�þ with
their open-shell adsorbates [55,92]. With 9 valence elec-
trons, Au10þ has one more than a stable 8-electron shell
[40]. This outer electron is delocalized around the quasite-
trahedral structure [11] and readily donates into the π�
orbital of O2 generating superoxo species [55]. All even n
Aunþ clusters activate nitric oxide molecules by electron
donation into the NO antibonding π� orbital [92]. Figures
S13–S16 of [63] show simulated vibrational and electronic
spectra of ½Au10-L�þ (L ¼ Ar, OCS, N2O, NO, and O2).

FIG. 1. (a) IRMPD spectra of ½Au10Ar�þ, ½Au10OCS�þ, and
½Au10N2O�þ across the midinfrared showing persistent back-
ground depletion. (b)–(d) IRMPD spectra of ½AunAr�þ,
½AunðOCSÞ�þ, and ½AunðN2OÞ�þ (n ¼ 3–12), respectively illus-
trating the unique nature of the n ¼ 10 cluster in each case.
Intensity is plotted as a relative cross section, corrected for
laser power.
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The structures of gold clusters clearly reflect a complex
balance of factors including electronic shell structure, s-d
hybridization, relativistic effects, and pseudo Jahn-Teller
distortion. We have investigated low-energy electronic
excitations in low-lying isomers of the clusters studied here
by using TDDFT to calculate the first vertical excitation
energies. Many clusters in this range exhibit energetically
low-lying isomers [11,12,30], and a detailed search was
completed for Aunþ, n ¼ 2–10 (see Supplemental Material
for structures and vertical excitations of all low-lying
isomers found [63]). Figure 2 shows the calculated vertical
excitation energies for cluster structures identified by
Kappes and co-workers in their ion mobility studies [11],
and confirmed in recent far infrared spectroscopic studies
(n ≤ 9) [14]. A pronounced alternation is observed with
transitions consistently higher for the (closed-shell) odd n
clusters than for adjacent even n clusters.
For Au10þ, density functional theory (DFT) predicts at

least five isomers within 0.2 eV of the putative global
minimum structure (Fig. S5 [63]). Kappes and co-workers
assigned Au10þ definitively to a distorted tetrahedral
isomer whose calculated cross section (77.4 Å2) matches
the ion mobility data (77.8� 2 Å2) better than that of the
lowest energy structure (81.8 Å2) [11]. This quasitetrahe-
dral Au10þ isomer (which lies 0.05 eV above the putative
global minimum) has a particularly low calculated first
vertical excitation energy (see Fig. 2) consistent with the
spectrum observed here. This is a direct, dipole-allowed
SOMO-LUMO transition for which the calculated oscil-
lator strength is high (f ¼ 0.0019).
Au12þ also has a low-energy calculated transition, but

we see no evidence in our spectra for an equivalent infrared

feature. For some cluster isomers (e.g., n ¼ 2, 6, 8) the
HOMO-1 → SOMO excitations are lower in energy than
the SOMO → LUMO transition, but the oscillator strengths
for such transitions are typically markedly lower (see
Figs. S8, S9, and S12 [63]).
The presence of allowed low-lying electronic transitions

in 9 valence electron Au10þ can be better understood in
terms of a combination of electronic and geometrical
structure as illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the calculated
low-lying states involved, arising primarily from the 10 Au
6s orbitals. The experimentally determined structure is a
pseudo Jahn-Teller distorted tetrahedron [11]. The SOMO
orbital in Au10þ is highly diffuse and the HOMO-1 →
SOMO gap large (>3 eV from ground state orbital ener-
gies) reflecting the stability of the 8-electron system. In Td,
unlike in spherical symmetry, the 2S symmetry adapted
orbital lies just below 1D, which is split into E ⊕ T2

components [47] (and then further to A1 ⊕ E ⊕ E in
distortion to C3v), leading to the anomalously low
SOMO-LUMO gap for such a small cluster. The strong
state mixing driven by the distortion, coupled with the lack
of inversion symmetry, provides the oscillator strength to a
transition which, in spherical symmetry, would be dipole
forbidden. Tables S3 and S4 (Supplemental Material [63])
give calculated oscillator strengths for the lowest energy
(<0.7 eV) transitions involved which increase by a factor
3.7 upon Td → C3v distortion as all transitions A1 →
A1; E; E become allowed.
Figure 4(a) shows a summary of the calculated lowest

energy electronic transitions of Aunþ (n ¼ 2–13) and
their corresponding oscillator strengths, including the
predicted low-energy transitions of Au10þ shown in Fig. 3.
Figures 4(b) and 4(c) represent an attempt to (i) fit the full
spectrum of the electronic band and (ii) use it to compare

FIG. 2. First vertical excitation energies for Aunþ (n ¼ 2–13)
calculated using TDDFT using the UB3P86–SDD [68–71]
functional-basis set combination (including HOMO → LUMO
and HOMO-1 → SOMO transitions). Solid black circles indicate
excitations from the lowest energy structures, whereas the red
squares (and line) are from structures assigned in previous
experiments [11,14]. For n ¼ 2–9, these are the same structures.
For Au10þ, the structure assigned by ion mobility [11] lies
0.05 eV higher than the global minimum (see text and Fig. S5 in
Supplemental Material [63] for details). The gray shaded area
illustrates the spectral region investigated (Fig. 1).

FIG. 3. Orbital visualization of states involved in the lowest
vertical transitions from the TDDFT calculations for (a) the
Au10þ structure assigned by ion mobility [11] and (b) a tetra-
hedrally constrained structure. All are single transitions from the
unpaired alpha electron in the SOMO to 5 low-lying states, with
degenerate levels indicated. Energies are relative to the ground
state of the C3v isomer and the next vertical excitations lie at 2.63
and 2.74 eV for Td and C3v, respectively.
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the calculated oscillator strengths for the electronic and
vibrational bands in ½Au10OCS�þ with those observed
experimentally.
Clearly, we have not recorded the entire Au10þ absorption

band here. Nevertheless, following Gloess et al. [17] and
Shayeghi et al. [93], Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) show that Gaussian
profiles centered on the calculated vertical excitation ener-
gies of Au10þ account well for the spectrum observed and
permit an estimate of the width of the spectral band of
4410 cm−1 (ca. 0.55 eV). Several factors likely contribute to
this spectral width. The state mixing arising from the pseudo
Jahn-Teller deformation leads to avoided crossings between
the states involved. In addition to providing a strong
transition strength dependence on this deformation coor-
dinate, this provides a mechanism for rapid, diabatic cross-
ing back to the ground state leading to lifetime broadening.
The relative intensities of the simulated vibrational

and electronic components of the spectra are compared in
Fig. 4(c). By way of example, we have used the Au10Arþ fit
for the electronic band to extract linewidths of 71, 24, and
20 cm−1 for the OCS fundamental modes in ½Au10OCS�þ at
ca. 500, 795, and 2084 cm−1, respectively. Using these
linewidths, the calculated relative oscillator strengths of the
electronic (Au10þ-centered) and vibrational (½Au10OCS�þ)
contributions show excellent agreement with the experi-
mental spectrum [see Fig. 4(c), inset] providing some
confidence in the simulations.
In addition to capturing the observed Au10þ band, our

TDDFT simulations predict a similar set of low-lying

electronically excited states for Au12þ [see Fig. 4(a)]. In
this case an allowed SOMO-LUMO band is predicted ca.
0.2 eV higher than that in Au10þ. We find no evidence in
our spectra for such a band, but this may simply indicate a
narrower spectral linewidth which is likely to be different
for each cluster size and/or transition. It would be interest-
ing to search further to the blue for such a band. For
comparison, electronic bands in the visible (2–3 eV) region
for Au7þ, Au8þ, and Au9þ have typical spectral widths of
0.11–0.16 eV [17].
We have previously reported infrared-induced bond

breaking in ½AunOCS�þ (even n) entrance channel com-
plexes following pumping of the OCS vibrational modes
[62]. In ½Au10OCS�þ, both simple OCS loss and CO loss
(reflecting OCS decomposition) are observed throughout
the broad absorption band reported here. Figure 5 shows
the branching ratio for the CO loss (i.e., reactive channel)
as the absolute enhancement in the Au10Sþ signal as a
fraction of ½Au10OCS�þ depletion. Clearly, electronic exci-
tation (e.g., in the region 900–1900 cm−1) drives bond-
breaking chemistry every bit as efficiently as does direct
vibrational pumping (at 795� 20 and 2084� 50 cm−1).
It is likely that both vibrational and electronic absorption

ultimately result in the simple heating of the parent cluster
until either the ½Au10--SCO�þ or ½AunS--CO�þ dissociation
limit is reached. For even n clusters, theOCS binding energy
(ca. 0.5 eV) is comparable with the highest barrier along the
OCS dissociation coordinate [62]. We have not undertaken
an intensity-dependence study, but, under the conditions
employed here, the average cluster has significant internal
energy and even one or two photons in this spectral region
(0.1–0.3 eV) is likely to be sufficient to drive fragmentation
on the microsecond timescale required. It is equally pos-
sible, however, that the excited electronic state, although
having the same multiplicity as the ground state, could lead
to interesting new chemistry. As indicated by the orbital

FIG. 4. (a) Calculated low-energy vertical excitations of Aunþ
(n ¼ 2–13) assuming structures assigned in previous experiments
[11,14]. (b),(c) IRMPD spectra of ½Au10Ar�þ and ½Au10OCS�þ,
respectively (black lines), and corresponding fits in red. Calcu-
lated bands are reported as ε, the molar absorption coefficient,
and blue shaded areas give the overall simulated spectra with
individual peak centers marked. Inset: Relative intensity of the
OCS vibrational band at 2084 cm−1 (C¼O stretch) assuming
fitting of the electronic band. Further fitting details are given in
the Supplemental Material [63].

FIG. 5. Branching ratio for CO loss following photodissocia-
tion of ½Au10OCS�þ recorded in enhancement of ½Au10S�þ.
Uncertainties reflect the standard deviation of the averaging
applied. Dashed lines indicate ½Au10OCS�þ molecular vibrational
bands.
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visualization in Fig. 3, the electronic excitation drives charge
transfer from gold atomswithin the cluster to the apex atoms
at which OCS preferentially binds. Certainly, the branching
ratio for CO loss is higher (ca. 0.4) in regions of electronic
excitation than in spectral regions in which OCS vibrations
are excited (around 2084 and 795 cm−1).
This is the first time we have observed bond-breaking

chemistry on the surface of a cluster driven by infrared
electronic excitation. Freed from the need to excite discrete
vibrational quanta, this could lead to interesting cluster
surface chemistry such as identification of reactive thresh-
olds and simultaneous excitation of different adsorbates.
Unique to n ¼ 10 in the Aunþ size range studied (n ≤ 12)
this low-lying electronic absorption band makes this an
attractive system with which to explore the gas-phase
reactivity on different potential energy surfaces.
Any ability to harness these unusual photochemical

properties ofAu10þ for any practical application is, however,
likely to depend on the extent to which they survive ligand
stabilization in solution [94,95] or deposition onto a suitable
substrate [96]. In this context, by soft-landing clusters in
neon matrices, Brune and co-workers have shown that the
intense fluorescence of ligand-protected (or protein encap-
sulated) Au20 clusters is intrinsic to the naked Au20 moiety
[97]. Significant recent progress has also been made in our
understanding of charge control in model catalytic systems
[98–100], and extensive work has characterized the reac-
tivity of size-selected gold clusters deposited from the gas
phase [49,50,101]. Notably, Au8 clusters on MgO(001)
become negatively charged and promote CO oxidation.
Au8− is, of course, isoelectronic with Au10þ. In terms of
geometrical structure, scanning tunneling microscopy has
shown that the low-energy pyramidal form of Au20 survives
deposition from the gas phase onto a NaCl film [38].
It is clear that further experiments remain to fully

characterize this unusual spectral feature in Au10þ, not
least to determine the full spectrum. However, it is hoped
that even the observations reported here—in particular, the
potential for photocatalytic chemistry illustrated in Fig. 5—
provide sufficient incentive to encourage the surface cluster
and nanoparticle community to explore this intriguing
system in more detail.
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